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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Global network named as the internet has become a part of our life. People interact with it 

every day and many of them link their life with it. Shopping, business, banking, transactions, 

payments and many more aspects of life are carried out the internet. With the growth of 

functions provided by the internet the amount of detractors has also grown. A lot of harmful 

software, viruses and ways to hack anything in it, develops day by day. 

 

In this case, network security has become a major issue. Each user wants to be safe while 

using any service. It is an important aspect for network providers to guarantee security in their 

environments. Although losses for a single user may not be so big or harmful, but for large 

companies security breaches can mean millions of dollars. The surface of attacking can be 

everything, personal data, bank accounts, software, user accounts, local network, router, etc. 

That is why security tools develop all the time to meet the new forms of malicious, harmful 

software and the number of hackers.  

 

There are many different ways and methods to increase network security but in this thesis I 

concentrate on Intrusion Prevention (IPS) and Intrusion Detection System (IDS). They cover 

the big part of network security and allow us to control major aspects. The purpose of IDS is 

to find different types of malware activities that are dangerous for computers and devices.  

Such activities include: network attacks against vulnerable services, attacks against privilege 

escalation, unauthorized access to sensitive files as well as the actions of malware (viruses, 

Trojans and worms). 

 

IPS can be seen as an extension of IDS. Its purposes are to find malware activities and to 

prevent them. The main difference between them is that IPS has to keep track activities in real 

time and to have fast reaction on it. 

 

This thesis bases in the Linux distribution called Security Onion which provides a lot of tools 

for network security, but our main area of interest is Snort. Snort – a free IPS and IDS with 

open source, is capable of performing packet logging and real-time traffic analysis in IP-based 

networks. It is widely used for the active blocking or passively detecting a variety of attacks 

and probes, such as the attempts to buffer overflows, hidden port scans, attacks on web 

applications, SMB sensing and the attempts to determine the operating system. The software 

is primarily used to prevent penetration and block attacks. 
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The study is divided into two parts: theoretical and practical. In the theoretical part I analyze 

the alternatives of IPS and IDS, and find the advantages of using Snort in comparison with 

other similar tools. The next steps are to figure out how Snort works, and to determine major 

things needed to install it for a small business network (preparing for installation). 

 

The practical aim of the study is to install and configure Snort based IDS/IPS. Finally, I will 

test it, work with Snort rules and the environment features. As a result of testing it from both 

sides we can clearly say how useful tool it is. 

 

The structure of the study is as follows. Chapter 2 covers the working principles of IDS and 

IPS followed by the introduction to Snort. The practical part of the study starts in Chapter 3. It 

contains the installation, configuration and the testing of the systems. In Chapter 4 I report the 

findings of my test and practical implementation. Finally, I sum up my findings in Chapter 5. 

 

 

 

2 INTRUSION DETECTION AND PREVENTION 

 

2.1 What are Security Onion and Snort? 

 

2.1.1 Security Onion 

There are many Linux distributions which have paid special attention to the network security 

and security tools. Security Onion - an Ubuntu based Linux distribution - is one example. It 

contains a set of specific tools for security including Snort, Bro, Suricata, Sguil, Squert, 

Snorby, Xplico, NetworkMiner and others (Security Onion 2016). These programs exist and 

are developed as a independent decision-making tools. But because of the highly specialized 

purpose, not all Linux distributions have them in their repositories. And, their installation 

from the source code may be difficult. The latest version of Security Onion solves this 

problem very efficiently and successfully.  

 

But the main thing is not even that. There are other distributions, created specifically for the 

use of any of these programs. Security Onion gathered together almost everything you need 

for providing network security. The author of the Security Onion Doug Burks claims that his 
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distribution can be used as an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) as a system and network 

monitoring (Burks 2008). The user is prompted to configure a very simple wizard, after which 

working tools are beginning to work. We check how it looks in practice in Chapter 3.  

 

Briefly about major programs included to the Security Onion (Security Onion 2016): 

 

Snort: It is a system of detection and prevention of network intrusions (NIDS / NIPS). The 

program detects intrusion attempts by analyzing network traffic in real time. The program 

uses sets of rules called Sourcefire VRT, which are regularly updated. Despite the fact that the 

program itself is free, the spreading of these rules is limited to the paid subscription. The user 

can download them for free only with a delay of one month after the appearance of the 

program or when upgrading to a new version. I describe Snort in more detail in the next 

section. 

 

Suricata: It has similar functions as Snort. The advantages of the program are its modularity, 

high performance and automatic recognition protocols. Rulesets recommended are the same 

as for Snort, despite the fact that there are alternative rules.  

 

Sguil: This network monitoring system collects and analyzes network events from various 

utilities, including the Snort and Suricata. Sguil gives administrators the ability to monitor 

real-time events in the network by the client with a graphical interface and to generate reports 

with it. All information is stored in the database Mysql.  

 

Snorby: It is a web-based application for monitoring network security. It displays 

information of Snort’s and Suricata’s events.  

 

VGO:  It is an independent network intrusion detection and traffic analysis which monitors 

real time, creates the notification and keeps a log of events.  

 

ELSA: This is a powerful application for centralized processing system logs, which uses 

Syslog-NG, MySQL and Sphinx. ELSA provides the administrator with a web interface like a 

search engine. The user can configure email alerts and perform tasks on a schedule. It is 

possible to create reports in the form of graphs.  

 

Xplico: Unlike other programs that listen to network traffic, Xplico selects the packet stream 
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data only - the content they carry. Xplico is able to recover the data transmitted on the 

protocols SIP, IRC, HTTP, IMAP, POP, SMTP, FTP, and others. A complete list of 

applications is included in Security Onion. 

 

2.1.2 Snort 

The Snort IDS and IPS system became a worldwide famous feature to protect your network. It 

is based on the following five modules (Snort 2016): 

 

Packet sniffer: It is responsible for the capture of data transmitted over the network for 

subsequent transmission to the decoder. It does this with the help of a library called DAQ 

(Data AcQuisition). The sniffer can work "in the gap", in passive mode or read network data 

from a prepared file.  

 

Decoder packets: This module deals with parsing the headers of captured packets, parsing 

them, finding anomalies and deviations from the RFC, the analysis of TCP flags, except for 

certain protocols of further analysis and other similar work. It focuses on the decoder stack 

TCP / IP. 

 

Preprocessors: If the decoder analyzes the traffic on the 2nd and 3rd levels of the reference 

model, the preprocessors are designed for a more detailed analysis and normalization 

protocols on the 3rd, 4th and the 7th levels. Among the most popular preprocessors can be 

called frag3 (working with fragmented traffic), stream5 (reconstruction of TCP flows), 

http_inspect_ (normalization of HTTP traffic), DCE / RPC2, sfPortscan (used to detect port 

scans) and various decoder protocols Telnet, FTP, SMTP, SIP, SSL, SSH, IMAP and so on.  

 

Intrusion detection engine: This engine is made up of two parts. Rules constructor collects a 

lot of different major rules (attack signatures) in a single set, optimized for further using in the 

subsystem for the inspection of the captured and processed traffic. (Snort 2016.) 

 

Output module. Upon detection of attacks Snort can give (to record or display) a message in 

different formats - file, syslog, ASCII, PCAP, Unified2 (binary format for quick and easy 

handling). 
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Before and after the Snort appearance there were many different intrusion detection systems, 

but soon Snort earned its status as a famous de-facto standard. It has more than four million 

downloads from the site www.snort.org. What caused such a love for Snort? The main issue 

might be the description language used for network security policy violations. On the one 

hand, this language is very simple. And generally for the detection of attacks or other 

violations of security policies can be written in just a couple of minutes (or even faster). 

However, filters, complex queries, combining rules established thresholds and consideration 

of slots allow to the user to write really complex network event handlers. 

Working principle shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Snort working principles 
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IDS is software or hardware tool for detecting facts of unauthorized access to a computer 

system or network commonly through the internet. It provides an extended level of a 

computer system’s security. 

 

The architecture of IDS includes: 

 sensory subsystem, designed for collection events, related to the security of the system 

 analysis subsystem, designed for detecting attacks and suspicious activity based on 

sensory subsystem 

 storage, providing storing of the first events and the results of analysis 

 control console, for configuring IDS, watching security statement and checking 

analysis subsystem incidents 

 

There are different kinds of IDS. The most typical ones are: 

 Network-based IDS (NIDS) – to detect intrusions by checking network traffic and 

monitors for few hosts. NIDS gets access to network traffic by connecting to a hub or 

a switch configured to ports mirroring or a network TAP device. 

 Protocol-based IDS (PIDS) – system that detects and analyses communication 

protocols with related systems and users. For a web-server such IDS commonly 

monitors HTTP and HTTPS protocols. During using HTTPS, the IDS must be 

allocated in the interface where it can monitor HTTPS packets before their encryption 

and sending to the network. 

 Application Protocol-based IDS (APIDS) – system that monitors and analyses data by 

using specific protocols for particular applications. 

 Host-based IDS (HIDS) – system that is allocated in a host and detects intrusions and 

bases on the analysis of system callings, application logs, file modifications, host 

statements and other sources. 

 Hybrid IDS – system that contains two or more way of IDS. The data of host agents 

combine with network information for creation clear view of network secure. 

 

2.2.1 Passive and active systems of intrusion detection 

 

In the passive IDS an information about security issues are written into application log file, 

also alerts are sent to console and/or system administrator by directed link. The active system 

is known as Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) that reacts to malicious activity through 
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connection dropping or reconfiguring a firewall for blocking traffic from malefactor. This 

action can run automatically or through operator commands. 

 

IPS is a software or hardware system of network and computer security that detects intrusion 

and malicious activity and prevents it. The IPS system can looks like an extension of IDS, as 

it has the same purpose to attacks. However, their difference is that IPS must work in real 

time and reacts to attacks immediately. 

 

There are many different ways to classify the IPS systems. Scarfone and Mell (2007) use the 

following classification: 

 Network-based IPS (NIPS) monitors traffic in the network and blocks suspicious data 

stream. 

 Wireless Intrusion Prevention Systems (WIPS) monitor actions in the wireless 

networks. Commonly, it detects wrong configured wireless access points, man-in-the-

middle attacks, Mac addresses spoofing.  

 Network Behavior Analysis (NBA) analyzes network traffic and looks for untypical 

streams, such as DoS and DDoS attacks.  

 Host-based Intrusion Prevention (HIPS) is resident program, it detects suspicious 

actions on the computer. 

 

2.2.2. Methods of reacting to attacks 

 

When an attack has been recognized there are many different ways to react. The most typical 

methods are: 

 

After attack start. Methods implement already after attack was detected. This means that 

even in the case of successful protection system can be harmed. 

 

Connection blocking. If for an attack used TCD connection, it will be closed by sending to 

each one or someone TCP packet with RST flag. In that case malefactor loses possibilities to 

continue the attack by using this network connection. This method performs with using 

networks sensors, commonly. It has two major cons: 

 It does not support protocols, other than TCP, which doesn’t need pre-installed 

connection (such as UDP and ICMP). 
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 This method can be used only after malefactor got unauthorized access. 

 

User’s account blocking. If multiple user accounts have been compromised as a result of the 

attack, or were their sources, then performed their blocking through sensor host system. To 

lock it, the sensors have to be running on behalf of the account that has administrator rights. 

Also, the blocking can occur at a given time, which is determined by the settings of IPS. 

 

Computer network host blocking. If from one of the host has been detected an attack, then 

host sensors can block it. Also can occurs network interface blocking of this host, or a router 

or switch, with which is connected to the network. Unlocking can take a specified period of 

time or by the activation of the security administrator. Lock will not be canceled due to 

restart, or disconnecting from the network host. Just to neutralize the attacks can be blocked 

the target, host computer network. 

 

Attack blocking with Firewall. IPS create and send new configurations to Firewall. Firewall 

will use it to filter traffic from malefactor. This reconfiguration can perform in automatic way 

with OPSEC standards (ex. SAMP, CPMI). For Firewalls which do not support OPSEC 

protocols, for interaction with IPS can be used adaptor-module: 

 It will get commands about changes of Firewall configurations. 

 It will edit Firewall configurations for parameters modification. 

 

Changing the configurations of the communication device. For SNMP protocol, IPS 

analyzes and changes MIB database parameters. Device’s agent is needed to block an attack. 

Also TFTP, Telnet and others protocols can be used for. 

 

Active suppression of attack source. Theoretically, this method used when others are 

useless. IPS detects and blocks packets of the malefactor. After IPS attacks his node, in case, 

if his address is known and attack will not disturb other legal nodes. 

Such method has been realized in: 

 NetBuster – prevent intrusion of “Trojan horse". It can be used as «fool-the-one-

trying-to-NetBus-you». In this case NetBuster finds the malware and detects computer 

started it, then send this malware back. 

 Tambu UDP Scrambler works with UDP ports. The product acts not only such as 

fictitious UDP-port, it can “paralyze” hacker’s devices through UDP flooder. 
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At the beginning of the attack. Method are used before attack reach the goal. 

 

2.2.3 Sensors 

 

Intrusion Prevention Systems are based on sensors, which recognize abnormal activity. There 

sensors can be classified as network and host based alternatives. 

 

Network sensors allocated in channel communication gap for analysis of passing packets. For 

this purpose, network sensors equipped with two network adaptors, which works in “mixed 

mode” – receiving and transferring. It writes all passing packets in buffer memory, whence 

IPS can get one. In case of attack packets can be deleted. Analysis of packets are based on 

signature or behavioral methods. 

 

Host sensors can be used to detect both remote and local attacks as follows: 

 Remote attacks, when malefactor sends series of packets. Sensors detects and analyze 

packets on different interaction layers. It helps to prevent attacks through crypto-

secured IPsec and SSL/TLS connections. 

 Local attacks, when malefactor do something, what violates system security. Sensors 

intercept all system calls to applications, analyzes it and blocks calling which pose a 

risk. 

 

2.3 Comparing IDS with firewall and IPS development 

 

Intrusion Prevention Systems were at the intersection of two technologies: firewalls and 

intrusion detection systems (IDS). The first is able to pass traffic through itself, but only 

analyzed IP-packet headers. The second, on the contrary, is "able to" all the things that have 

been deprived of firewalls, that is, analyze the traffic, but could not in any way affect the 

situation, as established in parallel and the traffic itself is not passed through. Taking the best 

of each technology emerged IPS system. Firewall limits entrance to host or subnetwork some 

kinds of traffic for intrusion prevention, but does not monitor intrusions inside network. 

 

The formation of modern IPS-systems went in four directions. The first direction - IDS 

development in the inline-IDS. In other words, it was necessary to build a system in IDS-
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network series instead of parallel. The solution was simple and effective: IDS placed between 

protected and unprotected resources.  

 

The second direction of IPS not less logical: the evolution of the firewall. As you can 

imagine, it did not have depth analysis of traffic passing through itself. Adding functional 

deep penetration into the body of data and understanding of the transmission protocols 

allowed to become firewalls these IPS-systems.  

 

The third "source" of development came from antivirus solutions. From the struggle with 

"worms," "Trojan horses" and other malicious software to the IPS-systems it was quite close. 

Perhaps, this direction gave start for HIPS. 

 

Finally, the fourth direction was the creation of IPS-system "from scratch". 

 

Like all other security solutions also IPS has its own problems Three major problems were 

identified: 

1. a large number of false positives 

2. reaction automation 

3. a large number of administrative tasks 

 

With the development of systems, these problems were solved successfully. So, for example, 

to reduce the percentage of false positives began to use event correlation system that 

"prioritize" for the event and helped IPS-system effectively perform its tasks. All this has led 

to the emergence of next-generation IPS-systems (Next Generation IPS - NGIPS). NGIPS 

must have the following minimum features: 

1. Work in real-time without affecting (or with minimal impact) on the network activity 

of the company 

2. To act as a single platform that combines all the advantages of the previous generation 

of IPS, as well as new features: control and monitoring applications; use information 

from third party sources (database vulnerabilities, geolocation data, etc.); analysis of 

the file contents. 

 

2.4 Snort (IDS/IPS vendor) alternatives 

Top five free enterprise network IDS/IPS tools listed by Techtarget (2016) are:  
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 Security Onion 

 OSSEC 

 Open WIPS-NG 

 Suricata 

 Bro IDS 

 

Security Onion is most flexible system, includes all this tools and allows to work together. 

We already reviewed this Snort vendor in Section 2.1 and will use it for our thesis work.  

 

OSSEC (Open Source Host-based Intrusion Detection System) - is a host system intrusion 

detection. If you have an aim to checking file integrity monitoring on your servers, logging of 

various actions on the server, obtain security events from your servers (or any other) and 

notification of these events, display a variety of reports and much more, the HIDS OSSEC - 

the perfect solution under these tasks. OSSEC can work locally, according to the scheme 

agent<->server and in hybrid mode (Agency> server-> server). Like most of IDS vendors it 

offers multiply tools for system security, what can be used with the core functionality of IDS 

(OSSEC, 2016): 

 

The following extensions exist in OSSEC Table 1.  

 

Table 1. OSSEC extensions 

 

Unix-specific: 

 Unix PAM 

 sshd (OpenSSH) 

 Solaris telnetd 

 Samba 

 Su 

 Sudo 

 

 

 

FTP-servers: 

 ProFTPd 

 Pure-FTPd 

 vsftpd 

 Microsoft FTP Server 

 Solaris ftpd 
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NIDS: 

 Cisco IOS, IDS / IPS module 

 Snort IDS (snort full, snort fast and 

snort syslog) 

 

Database: 

 PostgreSQL 

 MySQL 

 

Mail servers: 

 Imapd and pop3d 

 Postfix 

 Sendmail 

 Vpopmail 

 Microsoft Exchange Server 

  

Internet applications: 

 Horde IMP 

 SquirrelMail 

 Modsecurity 

 

Firewall: 

 Iptables 

 Solaris IPFilter 

 AIX ipsec / firewall 

 Netscreen 

 Windows Firewall 

 Cisco PIX 

 Cisco FWSM 

 Cisco ASA 

 

Web-servers: 

 Apache HTTP Server (access logs 

and error) 

 IIS web server (including extensions 

NSCA and W3C) 

 Error Logs Zeus Web Server 

 

Other: 

 Named (BIND) 

 Squid proxy 

 Zeus eXtensible Traffic Manager 

 

Windows Event Logs (login, logon 

information for auditing, etc.) 

 Logs Windows Routing and Remote Access 

 Unix authentication tools (adduser, logins, 

etc.) 

 

 

Open WIPS-NG is a free wireless IDS/IPS. It relies on a server, sensors and interfaces. It 

runs on commodity hardware. WIPS-NG based on Airckrack-NG, author created both 

systems, and WIPS-NG borrowed scanning, detection and prevention tools from one. WIPS-

NG has extension plugins for more flexibility. It is not so famous and developed system, it 

has not detailed documentation, and community is not so big in comparison with other 
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systems. But it allows to perform Wireless Intrusion Prevention System for small enterprises 

with small budget. (Open WIPS-NG, 2016) 

 

Suricata is another open source IPS / IDS system. Founded by developers who worked on the 

IPS version of Snort. The main difference of Suricata to Snort - more advanced system IPS, 

multitasking, as a result of high productivity, allowing traffic to handle 10Gbit on 

conventional equipment, and more, including full support for Snort rules format. That is why 

Suricata competes with Snort in IDS/IPS providing. 

 

Suricata such as Snort consist of few modules (capturing, collection, decoding, detecting and 

output), captured traffic passing in one flow before decoding, it is optimal way for decoding, 

but it loads system much. But in comparison with the Snort it can be changed by configuring, 

separate flows after capturing and specify how flows will separate between processors. It 

gives wide possibilities for optimization of traffic handling to the particular devices in the 

particular networks. 

 

There are developed tools of HTTP-traffic inspection based on HTP Library, created by Ivan 

Ristic, the author of ModSecurity. Supports recovery and verification of transmitted HTTP 

files, parsing compressed content, the possibility of identification URI, cookie, titles, user-

agent, the body of the request and response. This opportunity of the Suricata, by the way, in 

some networks are used for logging of HTTP-traffic without detection. The content in the 

stream can be isolated behind a mask and using regular expressions, files identify possibility 

by name, type or check the MD5-sum. 

 

Initially, supported IPv6 decoding, also tunnels IPv4-in- IPv6, IPv6-in-IPv6, Teredo and 

others. The modular layout of the engine makes it possible to quickly connect a new element 

for capturing, decoding, analysis or packet processing. For interception the traffic uses 

multiple interfaces - NFQueue, IPFRing, LibPcap, IPFW, AF_PACKET, PF_RING. Unix 

Socket mode allows you to automatically parse PCAP-files previously captured by another 

program (sniffer, for example). 

 

At the beginning Snort did not have IPS. In the Suricata IPS works from the first version of it, 

and performs by the regular tools of th OS’s batch filter. Linux used two kinds of IPS: 

through queue NFQUEUE, what can be threated on the user layer, and through “zero copy” 
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AF_PACKET mode (appeared in ver.1.4.). AF_PACKET has good speed, but requires two 

network interfaces, system have to work as gateway. 

 

Main difference of Suricata - it can use not only own develops, also it can use Snorts 

develops. Snort rulesets are suitable for Suricata, such as: Sourcefire VRT, OpenSource 

Emerging Threats (ETOpen) and commercial Emerging Threats Pro. It has unified output 

(Unified2), so the result can be analyzed with using usual backends - Barnyard2, Snortsnarf, 

Snorby, Aanval, BASE, FPCGUI, Sguil and Squert NSM-system. It also has possible output 

in PCAP, Syslog, files and the like. For example, Suricata logs the keys and certificates 

appearing in the TLS / SSL-connections. In latest releases appeared Eve log, which forms the 

output of events in the JSON format for alerts. Availability JSON Suricata greatly simplifies 

integration with third-party applications, including system monitoring and visualization of 

logs (such as Kibana). Suricata settings and rules made in YML file format, it is more evident 

and simplifies automated processing. 

 

One advantage of Suricata is the processing in 7th OSI level that enhances its ability to detect 

malware application. The engine automatically detects and parses protocols (IP, TCP, UDP, 

ICMP, HTTP, TLS, FTP, SMB, SMTP, etc.), so the rules cannot strictly tie to the port 

number, as in the Snort, is enough to specify the protocol and the action. Next Suricata 

modules themselves sorts out the traffic and find a protocol, even if a non-standard port uses. 

Native rules resembles to the Snort’s one. Rule contains components: action (pass, drop, 

reject or alert), header (IP / port source and destination) and a description (what to look for). 

The current supply of native rules is a little, and some also disabled (commented out) in the 

files, so now should to be more focused on Snort’s rulesets. 

 

Some applications open several TCP-connections between nodes. Some IDS cannot see the 

whole picture, and treated each stream separately. Suricata riles widely used concept of the 

flowbits. For the tracking of the number of rules operations used different session variables 

(e.g., via flowint), what allows to create the counters and flags, and then check them. Such 

approach is easy to cope with trying password guessing. In the Version 2.1 exist possibility to 

easily track the rules IP source - IP destination (xbits), which allows even easier to detect 

malicious traffic, distributed across multiple connections. 

 

In recent releases appeared subsystem IP Reputation, loads and uses in the rules data from 
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different databases containing lists of hosts reputation. A special mechanism ensures a quick 

search and comparison with IP-addresses. (Suricata, 2016)  

 

Although Suricata is a good alternative for an IDS it has some challenges. Suricata has less 

community than Snort, as result has less own developing. And it looks more complicated 

“from the box”. And also for using full functional product it requires more resources than 

Snort. 

 

 

Bro IDS 

Bro has the following features: 

 Flexibility. It uses a scripting language that allows you to set for each protected object 

its monitoring rules. Furthermore, Bro initially does not aim to the detection of any 

specific attack, there is no dependence on the signatures. 

 Efficiency. Bro is designed to work in networks with a very large volume of traffic 

and can be used in various large projects. In particular, it supports separated 

architecture. 

 A deep analysis of the traffic. Supports analyzers for multiple protocols, which works 

with a high-level semantic analysis even at the application level.  

 

Bro is a framework for creating a network IDS / IPS, and has a multi-level modular structure: 

 

 The mechanism of packet capture. De facto, this mechanism is almost always uses 

data libpcap purposes, allowing Bro does not depend on the platform and the 

underlying network layer. 

 Event Mechanism (Event Engine, also called Core) converts the incoming packet 

sequence in the primary event. These events reflect the basic information about 

network activity - so that every HTTP-request generates an event, which describes the 

address, port, and the requested URL version of the HTTP protocol. This mechanism, 

however, does not take any decision with respect to color events - that is, at this level 

is unknown, malicious or not. 

 Actually the top level of the script interpreter (Policy Script Interpreter – reacts to each 

event what needed, registers his handler corresponding to a particular script. Events 

are placed in the FIFO queue. Scripts also determine the steps that are used to detect 
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malicious traffic, and policy that is applied when it is detected and written in its own 

scripting language Bro. 

 

In practice, this platform can be used not only for the construction of IDS, also for other 

traffic analysis. It can, in principle, be replaced (and / or extends) Wireshark, highlighting and 

analyzing only the necessary traffic. Its recent versions include experimental support of 

ElasticSearch, full-text search engine. (Bro, 2016) 

 

2.5 Advantages and disadvantages of Snort  

 

After getting familiar with alternatives of Snort it is time to point out the main advantages and 

disadvantages of Snort itself (see Table 2) below.   

 

Table 2. Advantage and disadvantages of Snort (Xaker 2016) 

Advantages: Disadvantages: 

 Free for use 

 Available for Linux and Windows 

platforms 

 Flexible customization for many 

environments 

 Can be used in decentralized mode  

 Support auto-update rules 

 Opportunity to use MySQL database 

 Can be hidden in network 

 Exist web-interface 
 Low system requires (in comparison 

with Suricata) 

 Intrusion Detections occurs behind 

firewall 

 Should be configured exactly for 

particular environment to avoid 

“false positives” 

 Not so easy for beginners 

 Unidirectional Ethernet cables 

should be used for sensors 

installation to avoid security 

concerns 

 

 

 

2.6 Snort rules  

 

Snort rules use lightweight and simple rule language. Most Snort rules are written on a single 

line. (Snort manual 2016) 

 

It is divided into two logical sections: the rule header and the rule options. The rule header, 

the first part of Snort rule, contains:  

 the rule's action 
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 protocol 

 source and destination IP 

 addresses and netmasks 

 the source and destination ports information 

The rule option section contains alert messages and information on which parts of the packet 

should be inspected to determine if the rule action should be taken. 

Rule’s actions have 5 default functions, but if you run Snort in inline mode there are 

additional 3 functions: 

 alert - generate an alert using the selected alert method, and then log the packet  

 log - log the packet  

 pass - ignore the packet  

 activate - alert and then turn on another dynamic rule  

 dynamic - remain idle until activated by an activate rule, then act as a log rule  

 drop - block and log the packet  

 reject - block the packet, log it, and then send a TCP reset, if the protocol is TCP, or 

an ICMP port unreachable message, if the protocol is UDP.  

 sdrop - block the packet, but do not log it. 

The next section of rules is the protocol. At the moment, there are only four protocol types: 

TCP, UDP, ICMP, and IP. IP addresses define the source or destination IP for rule, it can be a 

single address and range of addresses. Port Numbers have the same function as IP addresses 

and also have flexible configuration: ranges, single and negation. 

Direction operator is used for indication of orientation or direction of traffic that the rule 

applies to. This operator uses the symbols: “<”, “>” and “<>”. 

Active/Dynamic rules give more flexibility to your system, uses for specific options, it allows 

to user activate another rules when particular alert is indicated. 

Rule’s options are the second part of rule and have four categories: 

 General 

 Payload 

 Non-payload 

 Post-detection 

General options are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. General options 

 

msg tells the analyzer what to write in alert message 

reference allows including references to external attack identifications 

gid identifies what part of Snort identifies the event 

sid identical number of rule 

rev identifies a revision of Snort rule 

classtype categorizes an attack type 

priority sets priority to the event 

metadata allows to add additional information 

Payload options are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Payload options 

content This allows to search specific content in traffic 

protected_content This is the same function to content, but looks for particular bites 

hash This specifies the hashing algorithm 

length This specifies length of content 

nocase This says to Snort look for particular pattern and ignore case, content 

modification 

rawbytes This allows user to look into raw data, content modification 

depth This specifies level of Snort divining into data, content modification 

offset This allows the user to specify a rule where to start searching for a 

predetermined value within the package, content modification 

distance Snort indicates to how much data in the packet should be ignored after 

the last match, to again seek a specified value, content modification 

within This indicates the N number of bytes within which the search for the 

next match must be after a previous, content modification 

http_client_body This restricts the search to the values of HTTP client request body, 

content modification 

http_cookie This restricts the search values in the intercepted cookie headers, 

content modification 

http_raw_cookie This is used to search for titles’ UNNORMALIZED cookie headers, 

content modification 
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http_header This allows the user to search the captured headers, content 

modification 

http_raw_header This is used to find the values in the headers UNNORMALIZED, 

content modification 

http_method This allows to intercept data transfer method, content modification 

http_uri This restricts the search values NORMALIZED URI requests, content 

modification 

http_raw_uri This restricts the search UNNORMALIZED URI requests, content 

modification 

http_stat_code This restricts the search values extracted data Status Code, content 

modification 

http_stat_msg This restricts the search values extracted data Status Message, content 

modification 

http_encode This allows the system to signal if the HTTP client-request or HTTP-

server response have specified coded type 

fast_pattern This allows setting "mask" which can apply the same value within a 

single rule, content modification 

uricontent This is used for searching NORMALAIZED URI request 

urilen This determines the exact length, minimum length, maximum length or 

range of URI-length requests 

isdataat This checks whether the specified value is present in a certain place 

package 

pcre This is connected in the rules for the use of perl-compatible regular 

expressions 

pkt_data This sets the pointer used for the detection values in not encoded traffic 

file_data This sets the pointer to locate the data 

base64_decode This is used to decrypt the data encrypted in Base64 encoded 

base64_data This same to the file_data with base64 decoding 

byte_test This is used to specify the value of the byte to detect 

byte_jump This allows to create rules for length encoded protocols 

byte_extract This option allows to read a certain number of bytes of payload packets 

and store them in a variable 

ftpbounce This helps to detect ftp scanning 
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asn1 This decodes packet or a portion of the packet and looks for a variety of 

malicious coding 

cvs This is a plugin to detect vulnerabilities CVSS 

And also payload have some preprocessor options such as: dce_iface, dce_opnum, 

dce_stub_data, sip_method, sip_stat_code, sip_header, sip_body, gtp_type, gtp_info, 

gtp_version, ssl_version, ssl_state. 

 

Non-payload options are shown in Table 5: 

Table 5. Non-payload options 

fragoffset used to compare parts of biased IP-addresses with respect to the 

decimal value 

ttl value is used to check time-to-life IP-address 

tos is used to test IP TOS 

id is used to check ID Ip-address 

ipopts checks certain IP-addresses option 

ragbits is used to verify the packet fragmentation and reserved byte IP header 

dsize used to verify the size of packets within the payload 

flags is used to verify bit TCP flags 

flow used in conjunction with the tracking sessions 

flowbits used in conjunction with the preprocessor session tracking 

set organizing the bits in a group for a specific flow 

setx it sets the bit group excluding the other bits of it 

unset removes the bits belonging to any group in the current stream or clears 

all bits in the specified group 

toggle If flowbit installed, cancel the installation. If not installed – 

establishes 

isset checks one bit or group of bits, if there is the specified bit among 

them 

isnoset opposite to the isset 

noalert returns only false 

reset reset all statements of groups or clean bits of it 

seq is used to check specific TCP sequence numbers 
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ack is used to check the number of TCP acknowledgment 

window is used to check the value of the packet TCP window size 

itype used to check the value of ICMP type 

icode used to find the values of the ICMP code 

icmp id is used to search for specific ICMP ID-values 

icmp_seq used to search for a specific ICMP sequence value 

rpc is used to check the version number and procedural queries in 

SUNRPC 

ip_proto allows you to compare the size of the header IP-based 

same-ip allows rules to check if the source and destination IP-addresses match 

stream_reassembly allows rules to enable or disable the streaming traffic bulkhead at the 

specified value 

stream_size allows to analyze the traffic rules for compliance with TCP Sequence 

parameter specified number of bytes 

Post-detection options are shown in Table 6: 

Table 6. Post-detection rules 

logto register all packets for specified rule to separated file 

session is used to retrieve user data from the TCP-session 

tag allows to record more data rules 

activates allows the author to add various events upon the occurrence of certain 

events 

activated_by allowing the author to dynamically enable rules for a particular event 

occurs 

count it allows rules to indicate how many interception of packages should be 

after activation the rule 

replace change detected matches to specified value 

detection_filter sets the level that must be exceeded by the source or final destination 

before the event occurs the rule 

2.7 Working and installation features  

 

Snort works on Linux and Windows platforms, but for Windows it takes a longer time for 

installation and there are some issues with Windows the reputation tools. 
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But in case of thesis for Snort research will be used Security Onion version. Security Onion 

only works with Ubuntu 14.04. So, it does not provide any Windows OS systems. 

 

There are two ways of installation: to download the Security Onion .iso file and run it as a 

new installation, or it is possible to download Ubuntu 14.04 (or if you have already) and then 

add Security Onion PPA and packages.  After choosing one of them you need to verify 

checksums. For this there are different installation guides. Before installation it is good idea to 

check hardware requirements. In case of this thesis I will use VMware Machine, so it is 

highly recommended to provide enough resources.   

 

3 PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION  

3.1 Basic installation 

Installation starts from downloading the .iso file which includes Ubuntu 14.04 and the 

Security Onion pack. After getting the .iso file I run it on work machine. Installation includes 

basic settings for further work. Below I give a step-by-step description of the installation 

process. 

1. During the first run of this .iso we get an option window as shown in Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2. Booting menu 
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2. After this we have to choose the language for installing and further work. Also, it can 

be changed after the installation. Figure 3 shows the language selection screen. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Language selestion 

 

3. The next step asks the user to check disk space and internet connection. Also it allows 

setting auto updating and installing third-party software (see Figure 4). 
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FIGURE 4. Compatibility with the computer and additional software 

 

 

4. At this phase shown in Figure 5 the user has to choose he installation method of the 

new operating system. 
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FIGURE 5. Installation type 

 

5. After this the user has to set up the location from the maps of Figure 6. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. Location choosing 

 

6. Next step is keyboard settings as shown in Figure 7. 
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FIGURE 7. Keyboard settings 

 

7. Finally, the user fills in personal data, work machine name and password in the fields 

shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
FIGURE 8. Username and password filing 
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8. Now all installation steps are completed and the user just needs to wait for the 

unpacking and installation. 

 

 

3.2 Configuration 

 

It is strongly recommended to update Security onion before next steps. 

1. Configuration starts by clicking the icon on the desktop (Figure 9). 

 
FIGURE 9. Wizard start 

 

2. It will ask the user about the root password and then introduction window appears. 

3. To the user will be advised to configure network interfaces as shown at the Figure 10. 
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FIGURE 10. Network interface configuring 

 

4. If the user has few interfaces, he can choose the management interface. As I have only 

one interface I got this dialog box shown in Figure 11 saying that your default 

interface has been chosen as management one. So if the user has one interface it will 

be monitored by default. 

 

 
FIGURE 11. Notification 

 

5. Next, the user has to configure the interface for static IP or DHCP (Figure 12) 
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FIGURE 12. Setting of addressing 

 

6. System will ask to confirm the changes and to reboot (Figure 13). 

 

 
FIGURE 13. Confirmation of settings 

 

7. After rebooting the user needs to go to Setup again and to skip network configuration 

or to make some changes as shown in Figure 14. 
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FIGURE 14. Possibility to reconfigure network interfaces 

 

8. Now the user can choose the way of installation (quick setup and advanced one), 

features of each one are shown in Figure 15. 

 

 
FIGURE 15. Mode choosing 

 

9. After this the user can setup the username and password for Sguil (Figure 16). 
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FIGURE 16. Username and password choosing 

 

10. This is the last step, if the user has only one interface and he will get a notification are 

shown in Figures 17 and 18. 

 

 
FIGURE 17. Confirmation 
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FIGURE 18. Notification of completed installation 

 

Now Security Onion has been installed, and the user has to update Snort rules using the 

following command: 

usr/bin/sudo-update  

This command should be executed with root rights to update the rules. Figure 19 shows the 

output of the command.  

FIGURE 19. Rule updates 
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3.3 Testing the system 

3.3.1 Run as IPS  

 

After installation Security onion is already running as IDS and it has the basic rules from 

Snort. Basically running Security Onion as an IPS requires manual configuration and is not 

supported “from the box”. (Security Onion Solutions 2016). To test it as IPS some IPS rules 

need to be created. 

A good way to test that Snort works properly and works as IPS is to create an easy rule such 

as the following: 

1. Customize the rule set by adding include $RULE_PATH/test.rules to the 

/etc/nsm/securoni-eth0/snort.conf through root rights 

2. Create test.rules file in /etc/nsm/rules/ 

3. Type in the file reject tcp any any -> any any (msg:"Test of Snort qwerty123"; 

content:"qwerty"; classtype:shellcode-detect; sid:310; rev:1;)-here particular 

networks can be specified, but as there is no other network for simplifying, we can 

chose ”Any”. This rule says that in case of detecting incoming tcp packets with 

subline qwerty123, then to the source will be sent RST and the session will be droped. 

4.  Save and update rules by /usr/bin/rule-update 

Now this IPS rule is running. To test it via NetCat has been send query qwerty123 to our 

defending port. Here is the output of log file /var/log/nsm/securoni-eth0/alert/ : 

 

[**] [1:310:1] Test of Snort qwerty123 [**] 

[Classification: Executable Code was Detected] [Priority: 1]  

04/07-12:03:12.155213136 172.16.249.1:56473 -> 

172.16.249.130:8080 

TCP TTL:64 TOS:0x0 ID:1241 IpLen:20 DgmLen:59 DF 

***AP*** Seq: 0x9510F391 Ack: 0xC40C0E14 Win: 0x8218 TcpLen: 

32 

TCP Options (3) => NOP NOP TS: 125531844 9470333  

 

And this function can be done in another way. The easy way is to the check event rule by 

Sguil that we want to block. And cut this rule from the shown rule file and paste to test.rules, 

where change alert to reject/drop. But do not forget to remove this rule from first rule file, 

otherwise it will cause an error. 
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To use .rules and .conf files in the GUI mode the user has to install additional software, in 

case of this project it is gedit. 

 

3.3.2 Rules modification  

 

Now, let’s assume, that the user uses BitTorrent (here can be any program, connection or any 

things exist in the current rules) and wont to get any alerts related to P2P BitTorrent 

connections and BitTorrent file downloads. 

The user has to disable any rules related to it by the command in disablesid.conf, which 

allocates in /etc/nsm/pulledpork. 

 

Configuration instruction: 

1. Open Terminal. 

2. Type sudo -i to get root rights. 

3. Type gedit /ets/nsm/pulledpork/disablesid.conf . 

4. Add a line in the opened file pcre:BitTorrent . 

5. Save file and update rules by /usr/bin/rule-update. 

6. Type /usr/bin/rule-update in the terminal to update rules for Snort. 

7. Restart analyze program (Sguil). 

This feature can be used in different ways. This example is just one of many. 

Figure 20 shows that it does not alert BitTorrent actions anymore (check the system time and 

alerts).  

 
FIGURE 20. Shows no alerts after new rules accepting while BitTorrent is running 
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3.3.3 Update 

Security Onion and Ubuntu update is a simple thing. In the last version of Security Onion 

has a preinstalled tool soup, which means Security Onion Update. 

The sudo soup command in the terminal installs all updates of the entire deployment (Figure 

21). 

 
FIGURE 21. Security Onion updating 

 

3.3.4 Configuration Backup 

 

Security Onion does not have preinstalled backup software for backup service. It has only 

rule backups when the user run /usr/bin/rule-setup. To get configuration backups the user 

needs to use other software such as rdiff-backup. 

To make full backup of configurations: 

1. Run terminal. 

2. Get root rights for example sudo –I. 

3. Install rdiff-backup apt-get install rdiff-backup. 

4. Make backup of files/directories needed, for example rdiff-backup -v 4 /etc/nsm/ 

/etc/nsmbackup . 
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Now the backup is completed  

 

3.4 Environment to work with Snort 

 

The Security Onion distribution has preinstalled software to work with IDS systems. In case 

of this thesis Sguil has been used. 

Sguil is a software based program (most event analysis programs are browser based) and has a 

lot of useful features. Moreover, it is a real time tool. It logs events and provides wide-

function analysis. All events mark in way of their dangerous for the system.  

Work with Sguil starts from the login to the program and from choosing monitoring network 

(Figures.22 and 23). 

 
FIGURE 22. Sguil start 
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FIGURE 23. Network selection 

 

Sguil is a user friendly environment and intuitively understandable. 

It has seven categories of alerts (Sguil 2016): 

 

Category I Unauthorized Root/Admin Access 

Category II Unauthorized User Access 

Category III Attempted Unauthorized Access 

Category IV Successful Denial of Service Attack 

Category V Poor Security Practice or Policy Violation 

Category VI Reconnaissance/Probes/Scans 

Category VII Virus Infection 

 

Potential danger of the event is indicated with different color (Figure.24). 
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FIGURE 24. Color indicators 

 

The right lower corner a window which shows packet data and rules that has been used for a 

particular event (Figure 25). Opportunity to check the rules is helpful for creating or 

modifying existing rules for particular events. 

 

 
FIGURE 25. Packet data and rule window 

 

The main window has two tabs: RealTime Events and Escalated Events. These tabs have the 

same fields and functions, for different alert types (Figure.26). The fields shown on the main 

screen: State, Count, used Sensor, Alert ID, Date and Time, Source and Destination IP, 

Source and Destination port, Priority and Event Message. 
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FIGURE 26. Main screen 

 

The user can see the transcription of each event by clicking the right mouse button and 

choosing the option needed – “Transcript”. This function is provided by Bro (Figure 27). 

 

 
FIGURE 27. Bro event transcription 

 

The last window in the left lower corner has five tabs: IP Resolution, Agent Status where the 

user can check what agents are working, Snort Statistic, System and User Messages 

(Figure.28). 
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FIGURE 28. System window 

 

Sguil support SQL queries for working with the alert database and also it has its own query 

builder. For example, the user wants to see alerts with Destination port 80 all time (Figure 29) 

 

 
FIGURE 29. Sguil query 

 

And the result of this query is shown in Figure 30. 
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FIGURE 30. Query output 

 

Sguil provides big opportunities for traffic analysis, especially for Snort, but some functions 

are not included, these ones can be used with integrated software. The Security Onion has 

good integration with other software such as: ELSA, WireShark, NetMiner, Bro and Dshield. 

 

Wireshark provides detailed data packet analysis and operating, it is a packet sniffer and the 

user can trace tcp stream and download transported files or anything else (Figure.31). 

 

 
FIGURE 31. Wireshark main screen 

 

NetworkMiner is a data packets analyzer and sniffer, such as the WireShark it captures 

packets and has the same functions with another interface (Figure.32). 
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FIGURE 32. NetworkMiner environment  

 

These both programs help to improve IDS/IPS because the output from Snort is not enough to 

carve files, Snort reacts only to particular sections of the traffic and alerts, when Wireshark 

and NetworkMiner can capture all the packets from session. And then, the user can add rules 

based on this data. 

 

ELSA is a browser based traffic analyzer with the feature of IP port lookup, exactly this 

function is integrated with Sguil (Figure 33) 

 

 
FIGURE 33. ELSA statistics 
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Dshield is a community-based collaborative firewall log correlation system. It keeps a lot of 

data collected from all the world. From Sguil you can do fast lookup of needed port or IP 

(Figure 34). 

 

 
FIGURE 34. Dshield statistics 

 

 

4 RESULTS 

 

Now when the system is installed and works properly, it is time to find the pros and cons. 

There are not so many disadvantages, and even the existing issues can be solved easily.  

 

4.1 Advantages 

 

Security Onion is a quite complicated system. No one IDS/IPS vendor provides so many 

functions and software. At this point Security Onion with Snort is very flexible environment. 

It allows to the user tune his network security as he wish. It makes life easier, because there 

are a lot of preinstalled tools and configurations. When the user installs clean Snort without 

Security Onion, the user has to download all packets and scripts. Then the user has to 

configure preprocessors, detectors, sniffers, agents and sensors and to assign them one to 

other. It requires a lot of time and deep knowledge of the Unix systems. In the Security Onion 

the user can use these functions through SO Wizard.  
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Security Onion has preinstalled sensor management tools, traffic analyzers and packet sniffers 

and so on. It can be operated without any additional IDS/IPS software. 

 

Easy rule updates and a lot of ready rules can be found in the Internet making this IDS/IPS 

system very helpful for protecting the networks. Fast development of Snort and Security 

Onion provides a lot of updates, that improve the security level. 

 

When using the Wizard installation, it advices to the user Best Practice installation, which 

means that will run more successful installation, based on the global statistic of SO users. 

 

4.2 Disadvantages  

 

On the other hand, this system also has few disadvantages. In the Security Onion Snort does 

not work as IPS after installation, only as IDS, and the user cannot find any instructions about 

it on the SO website. Therefore, he has to develop a lot of information related to Snort to 

configure it as IPS. 

 

Also Security Onion does not support the Wi-Fi network (WLAN) managing from the box. 

During the installation of SO it disables Network Manager and Wi-Fi connections in the user 

system. To use WLAN the user has to skip Wizard installation and to do it manually without 

any instructions. 

 

A lot of integrated software require a lot of time to learn. So, to work more efficient the user 

should know how to work with different programs. One serious flaw of the system is that SO 

does not have full backups of the configuration files. It only makes backup of rules 

automatically. Therefore, to make any backups the user has to use external software. 

 

 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

The aim of study was to get familiar with the IDS and IPS tools, make comparison of the 

different vendors, and make some user tests. And for this purpose I have chosen Snort in the 

Security Onion distribution. 
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Security Onion is a great system for providing network security. It includes different IDS and 

IPS vendors and a multiple environment for working. Snort is not less flexible thing. It can be 

configured as IPS or IDS, the virus detection and even the DDoS protection.  

It has some weaknesses is listed in the Chapter 4, but I think most of them, or even all of them 

will be fixed in the new versions. 

On the other hand Security Onion makes these processes faster for newbies and provides 

more opportunities for experts, in comparison with many other IDS and IPS. And, it is a good 

alternative to the hardware IDS/IPS for small enterprises that have a limited budget. 

Finally, this thesis can be used as a installation guide of Snort for the network security 

administrators, as it provides base knowledge about it and describe some issues that are not 

included in the tool’s instructions. In my opinion, it is a good idea to create library and collect 

as much as possible information about IDS/IPS, and this research can be used as a part of it. 

Also I think here is many directions for the further developments. As I had pretty poor 

hardware for the testing, I could not make stress tests, performance tests and so on, because it 

requires a lot of the resources. In the server environment it can be implemented, it has more 

resources to do it, and then researches can have a bigger base for the comparison of the 

different type network security tools. 

The network security theme will be demanded for a long time, perhaps always. And in this 

case, this topic looks relevant for the thesis. A lot of developers can make their own research 

and this one can be helpful for them. 
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